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CLIENT ALERT FRANKLIN KARIBJANIAN & LAW PLLC 
      (FEBRUARY 12, 2019) 

 

The Estate Tax – Being Revived? 
 

This past week was a big one for the venerable estate tax, now 102 years old – Revenue Act of 1916 
passed September 8, 1916.  Democrats put forth proposals for stiffening the estate tax – by decreasing 
the exclusion, increasing the rate and eliminating certain planning techniques (so-called “loopholes”, 
some of which are currently officially sanctioned by Congress in the estate tax statutes). Senator 
Warren advocated a wealth tax.  The Washington Post alone had eight articles about the estate tax 
from Sunday, February 3rd to February 6th.1  The paper’s lead editorial on Monday, February 4th, 
supported the imposition of a more robust estate tax.2 

The Republicans have long desired to eliminate the death tax, as it was originally referred to in the 
Bush administration, but if last week’s events are any indication, the tax is far from, well, dead.  At 
present – as we have covered in prior Client Alerts – the federal estate tax exclusion is $11.4 million 
per person (i.e., $22.8 million per couple).3  The rate is 40% after the exclusion is used.  The exclusion 
eliminates federal wealth transfer taxes for roughly 99.9% of the U.S. population.4   

Some make the point that the current structure virtually eliminates the estate tax – i.e., for everyone 
other than a few uber wealthy Americans.  This generous structure is likely to continue at least through 
the end of the current President’s administration.  If the Democrats gain control of the White House, 
it’s possible that in 2021 the estate tax is revived to tax a larger portion of the population.   

Wealthy families should now focus on using the current $11.4 million exclusion amount by lifetime 
gifts before it can be reduced.  Our prior Client Alerts covered some of our thinking in this regard.5  
The recent development is that in proposed regulations published November 23, 2018, the Treasury 
clarified that so-called “clawback” is not a concern.6  This means that a taxpayer (or his or her estate 
after death) will not have to pay gift or estate taxes on gifts that utilized the $11.4 million exclusion if 
the exclusion amount is reduced in the future.7 

                                                      
1 Hiatt, Fred, It’s open season on the wealthy. But not every tycoon should be flattened (Washington Post, Sunday, February 3, 2019); 
Blake, Aaron, Republicans call Ocasio-Cortez’s and Warren’s tax-the-wealthy plans ‘radical.’ Trump’s were even more radical (Washington 
Post, Monday, February 4, 2019); Stein, Jeff, ‘A very big experiment:’ How Elizabeth Warren would try forcing billionaires to pay her 
wealth tax (Washington Post, Monday, February 4, 2019); Olen, Helaine, How Donald Trump is helping Democrats to call for tax 
increases (Washington Post, Monday, February 4, 2019); Pearlstein, Steven, Wealth tax. 70 percent rates. Medicare-for-all. Let’s 
take a breath. (Washington Post, Tuesday, February 5, 2019); Ingraham, Christopher, Over 60 percent of voters – including half 
of Republicans – support Elizabeth Warren’s wealth tax (Washington Post, Tuesday, February 5, 2019); Ingraham, Christopher, 
People like the estate tax a whole lot more when they learn how wealth is distributed (Washington Post, Wednesday, February 6, 2019); 
Paletta, Damian and Stein, Jeff, Billionaires strike back as Democrats embrace higher taxes, economic populism (Washington Post, 
Wednesday, February 6, 2019). 
2 Editorial, Ending the giveaway to the super-wealthy (Washington Post, Monday, February 4, 2019). 
3 Federal, District of Columbia and Maryland Estate Tax Exemptions Increase for 2018 – Update II; Federal, District of Columbia and 
Maryland Estate Tax Exemptions Increase for 2018 – UPDATE; Federal, District of Columbia and Maryland Estate Tax Exemptions 
Increase for 2018. 
4 According to the Tax Policy Center, Urban Institute and Brookings Institution, it is estimated that out of the projected 2.7 
million deaths in 2018, only 1,700 estates will pay an estate tax, which translates to 99.937% of estates passing tax-free. 
5 Public Law No. 115-97 – Estate Tax Change Implications; Congress May Change the Estate Tax – What Should I Do Now? 
6 Prop. Reg. § 20.2010-1(c), 83 Fed. Reg. 59343 (November 23, 2018). 
7 Congress intended this result.  In the Conference Committee report to the Act, the committee stated that, “As a conforming 
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The chart below attempts to quantify the value of using the current exclusion amount before it can be 
reduced.  This quantification is purely based on the existing exclusion amount and rate compared to 
possible exclusion amounts and rates (in the range that have been proposed).  This estimation is a 
conservative one because of additional tax and non-tax benefits of gifts such as 1) removal of post-
gift appreciation, 2) the impact of grantor trust status for income tax purposes, and 3) GST exemption 
leverage. 

 

Some wealthy individuals, who have used their lifetime $11.4 million exclusion may also want to 
consider making gifts beyond the exclusion amount, which would trigger gift tax payments at the 40% 
rate.  As stated above, some proposals call for increasing the gift tax rate.  Therefore, savings may 
accrue by being ahead of such increase in tax rate, which Senator Sanders has proposed to be as much 
as 77%.  Moreover, gifts that trigger gift tax payments are substantially less expensive than transfers 
of wealth upon death that trigger estate tax payments. 

Act now to obtain the best tax and non-tax results as making large gifts can be complex.   

If you have any questions about these issues, please contact one of our lawyers. 
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DISCLAIMER: This material is not intended to constitute a complete analysis of all tax or legal 
considerations.  This material is not intended to provide financial, tax, legal, accounting, or other 
professional advice.  Consult with your professional adviser to obtain counsel based on your individual 
circumstances.  

                                                      
amendment to section 2010(g) (regarding computation of estate tax), the provision provides that the Secretary shall prescribe regulations as may 
be necessary or appropriate to carry out the purposes of the section with respect to differences between the basic exclusion amount in effect: (1) at 
the time of the decedent’s death; and (2) at the time of any gifts made by the decedent.”  Joint Explanatory Statement of the Committee 
of Conference, CRPT-115 HRPT at p.144. 
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